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Abstract— Cloud computing in recent times has gain a 

significant development. Current dynamic and Omni present 

ITES (Information Technology Enabled Services) 

environment has further given boost to the concept of cloud 

computing services. Cloud computing model offers different 

types of computational modes for various organizations and 

one can take advantages of the web applications, networks 

and their interoperability of computing systems. Various 

cloud computing service providers specialize in some 

particular applications and the services by which they 

manage upgrades, maintenance, backups, disaster recovery 

and failover functions of the services. Consumers of cloud 

services are being offered services with improved reliability 

and reduced costs. In this paper I have focused on the 

procedures of the cloud computing and its security concerns 

with few security techniques that may be used in tackling 

the security concerns in the cloud computing environment. 

Overviews of some cloud computing service providers are 

discussed in this paper. 

Keywords: SaaS, PaaS, IaaS, Datacenters, Windows Azure, 

Data Leakage, Distributed data centers. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing model is becoming reality now a day. 

Many organizations, companies and some countries are 

spending a lot of money and other resources on the cloud 

computing projects. Cloud computing model of computation 

for various applications is not simple to implement. There 

has to be clear cut benefits to migrate from existing 

technology to cloud computing method of computation. This 

is not easy as cloud computing faces many challenges for 

various applications. But the fact remain is that in coming 

times cloud computation model is going to change the 

methods we use for computing now a days. There are many 

cloud computing service providers who all are trying to 

establish in the market. Some major names can be named as 

Google, Microsoft, Amazon, and others such as IBM, 

DELL, and ORACLE etc. 

II. CLOUD COMPUTING BY GOOGLE 

Google Company has focused its philosophy for cloud 

computing mainly on the following five pillars (Figure-1). 

(1) Conceptual change in the cloud design. 

(2) Architecture of Google File System. 

(3) Framework of Google’s Map Reduce. 

(4) Google’s Bigtable data storage system. 

(5) Hadoop Distributed File System. 

 

 

Fig. 1: 5 Pillars of Cloud Computing By Google 

A. Conceptual change in the cloud design 

Google Company followed a different approach to build 

high performance and enterprise computing cloud system. 

Google build their cloud computing hardware as a cluster 

containing a very large number of computers so they can 

handle hardware failures and denial of services. They 

designed their software to optimize system software to the 

customized applications [1]. 

B. Architecture of Google Files System 

Google File System (GFS) serves as the foundation of 

Google cloud-software stack. GFS is optimized for storing 

very large files (>1 GB) as Google’s application 

manipulates files of such big size. Google implements this 

optimization by the smallest   of storage allocation in file 

system and Google calls this as chunks. Using 64 MB block 

size (chunks) gives good performance for large files in GFS 

[2]. GFS is also designed to support both sequential and 

random read and write operations. Google’s applications 

typically write a file sequentially once and then only read it 

and GFS is optimized to support append operations and 

storing very large files. Google designed GFS so that the 

chunks that constitute a single GFS file do not need to reside 

as one disk in such cases, GFS allocates chunks across all of 

the machines in the cloud to achieve fault tolerance. Each 

chunk can be replicated onto one or more machines in the 

cloud so that if any host or storage media fails than no files 

are lost. Generally Google store each chunk on three 

different machines. 

C. Framework of Google’s Map Reduce 

In Google’s approach of cloud computing Map Reduce 

framework is the main thing in the computational model [3]. 

The basic concept in Google’s computational model is that a 
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software developer writes a program which contains two 

simple functions--map and reduces for the process of 

collection of data. Google’s runtime system divides the 

program into many small jobs and then run large number of 

host’s computer in the Google Cloud. The runtime system 

also ensures that the correct subset of the data is provided to 

each task. 

The map function is given if input as a sequence of 

<keyin, valuein> tuples and then perform required 

computation on these tuples. The output from map functions 

is the sequence of <keyout, valueout> tuples and one-to –one 

correspondence between input and output <key, value> 

tuples is not necessary and keyin does not necessarily equal 

to keyout for the given <Key, Value> tuples. 

D. Google Bigtable data storage system 

Google has given major attention for the design of their 

bigtable. They designed bigtable in such a manner that it 

perform very well in the areas which are most relevant to 

Google’s application. Google designed bigtable so that it 

can store large size of data [4]. Bigtable horizontally 

partitions an individual table by grouping set of rows into 

tables, which are managed by different machines at different 

locations in a Google Cloud. As Bigtable stores table rows 

in lexicographic order, the designer can assign row keys in a 

manner that increases data locally. Google Bigtable can 

store data in Petabyte size. 

In Bigtable an individual data records is called cell. 

Cell is referenced by a row name, a column name, and a 

timestamp. With timestamp Bigtable can have multiple 

versions of the same data to be stored in the same cell. 

Bigtable have the concept of column families. A set of 

related columns is called column family and every column 

belongs to one column family. A column family can have as 

many columns as desired. Google designed Bigtable such 

that creating a new column family is hard and adding and 

deleting column from column family is easy. 

1) Google’s Hadoop 

Google’s Hadoop is a part of the Apache open source 

project and contains Hadoop Distributed File System 

(HDFS) for the implementation of map-reduces and a GFS-

like distributed file system [5]. HDFS stores large files in 

large cluster in sequence of blocks. HDFS and Hadoop, Map 

Reduce employ master/slave architectures and Hadoop are 

written in Java. 

III. CLOUD COMPUTING BY AMAZON 

Amazon Company has vast database and computing 

infrastructure. Amazon web services provide developer’s 

use of open Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) to 

access Amazon’s computing infrastructure. With the help of 

these APIs, user can create interfaces and access the 

computing infrastructure provided by Amazon in a fee-

based fashion. The beta launch of Amazon Elastic Compute 

Cloud or EC2 [6] provides virtualization for developers. 

This helps them to load Amazon-managed machines with 

their chosen software platform and customized applications. 

The AMI (Amazon Machine Instance) is created with the 

operating system, custom configure settings, libraries and all 

other needed applications. After AMI is created, it is loaded 

into Amazon Simple Storage Service (AS3) and unique 

identification is given to it. This unique identifier is used to 

run as many instances of the AMI as needed using 

Amazon’s APIs. Amazon also provides additional set of pre-

built AMIs that can be used by developers. Further, AMIs, 

can be customized as per the size of the requirements of 

individual applications. AMIs can range from small instance 

to an extra-large instance. A small instance has less 

memory, virtual cores, storage, and I/O performance than a 

large one. Similarly, Amazon has billing system for users as 

per instance-hour based on the size of memory, number of 

cores etc. Amazon is building location transparent global 

distributed cloud and planning to have their conceptual 

footprint geographically distributed. Their approach has 

improved fault tolerance with the help of Availability Zone 

which allow the user to create instances of their applications 

in distributed regions. 

IV. MICROSOFT CLOUD COMPUTING 

Microsoft has developed a cloud-based, hosted-services 

platform. Microsoft has Azure service platform which 

provides computing and storage resources for user to 

develop and host applications [7]. It also has already 

developed cloud applications which are ready for use. 

Microsoft Azure Service Platform is built on the Windows 

Azure cloud operating system. Its user can develop, host and 

manage environment for cloud applications. Many services 

are available on top of the Azure Operating system such as 

Live Services, SQL Services and .NET Services. It is a 

consumption-based cloud computing model. This 

consumption is measured in terms of storage, bandwidth, 

computing time and transactions. To provide a base for 

developers to launch new solutions in the Microsoft cloud, 

Microsoft is using a combination of Microsoft .NET 

framework and the Microsoft Visual Studio development 

tools. The storage framework in Azure is based on storing of 

binary large objects (blobs), communications queues [8]. 

This provides access to the data via Azure applications. It 

has a query language that provides table-like structures. In 

Azure one account holder can have one or more container 

where each container can hold one or more blobs. A blob 

has a maximum size of 50 GB and it can be divided into 

smaller blocks. To work with the blobs of data in table like 

structure Microsoft Language Integrated Query (LINQ) 

syntax query language is used and queues are used for 

communication between instances. 

REST (Representational State Translation) is the convention 

used to expose and identify data stored in the Azure cloud 

and all data storage is replicated three times to enhance fault 

tolerance. Access control at the application level is achieved 

through .NET services. A service bus is used for exposing 

application services and allowing services to communicate 

with each other and a flow of work. The live services use the 

cloud to store data while running on many live operating 

Desktop and mobile systems. Due to this Live Operating 

system synchronizes data across numerous related mesh 

systems. In Microsoft cloud computing, windows Azure 

divides application instances into virtual machines (VMs). 

Any Azure developer cannot supply self VM image. In 

Azure, developers create web role and worker role 

instances. Web role accepts incoming HTTP requests and 

Worker roles are triggered by Web roles via a queue. 
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V. CLOUD COMPUTING BY OTHERS 

Some more industry organizations and educational institutes 

are working toward cloud computing. One such organization 

is IBM which is providing a variety of cloud based services 

by using IBM Tivoli Platform [9]. In IBM Tivoli is a 

collection of software product & services. IBM’s cloud 

services are used by ISVs (Independent Software Vendors). 

This cloud model helps user by offering design of cloud 

infrastructure. Some other organizations such as Dell, 

Oracle and few universities are making efforts to provide 

cloud computing services. 

VI. RELATED CHALLENGES 

Cloud computing also faces many challenges. One of the 

major illusion is that many people believe that cloud 

computing can be applied to many problems. However fact 

is that whenever we solve any problem it is necessary to 

consider carefully whether the problem required to be 

solved with new technology/procedure or existing method is 

the best [10]. There has to be valid reason to migrate from 

existing technology to the new technology. One of the 

examples can be taken in data base used in banking sector. 

Here use of existing RDBMS is good enough to keep 

fundamental service requirements of banking system. There 

use of Google’s big table of cloud computing approach will 

not give added advantage as here to store Petabytes of data 

in big tables is less important than execution of correct 

transactions of money. Similarly Amazon cloud computing 

services is good for small organization and irregular users 

with unpredictable computing requirements. However it is 

not useful for large companies and for those who handles 

critical & sensitive data.  

In Amazon cloud computing a user is actually 

renting cloud computing resources. This way may not be 

cost effective and safe for large organizations, for example a 

aircraft manufacturing company may not like to put a highly 

confidential design of aircraft or its part into other company 

server and similarly any cloud service user individual, group 

or government agency will not like to put sensitive data on a 

computer system that is not owned and controlled by them. 

In cloud computing parallelism approach is used to 

improve performance of applications. It is important for 

developers to understand the used algorithms in their 

software and it should match the algorithms to the required 

framework. For example if the software is single-threaded 

then it will not give improved performance on multiple 

processing core processors and cloud computing model. 

Similarly some problems cannot be broken into smaller 

pieces of problems that can run independently on many 

processers. Hence by understanding their application and 

various computing framework developers can make good 

design & framework selection and decisions.   

Design and development in cloud computing 

already has made significant progress but still there are 

many issues which are required to be researched and solved. 

Many issues such as security, reliability performance should 

be solved to meet the required level of standard of different 

organizations, infrastructures and their functions. 

A. Data security 

Cloud is storing data of different users so it is required that 

private or secure data of users must be protected from others 

who are not authorized to access these data. This is achieved 

up to some level by virtualization process. However cloud 

computing service providers should develop a good 

approach to provide better security of data. 

B. Service Reliability 

Reliability of the services provided by the cloud computing 

models should be good as more and more users likely to use 

it. Also reliability is paramount for important and critical 

applications. Services from cloud should be fault tolerant 

and working & availability of route for the required services 

should be available if some hardware & software fails. 

Google has developed an approach in their cloud Service 

framework that works well by a good combination of robust 

hardware & software fault tolerant procedures. 

C. Malicious Attacks 

As the cloud services is provided over the network system 

then reliability & security of network must be design to 

handle malicious attacks for  accessing other users data or 

deny them the use of their own data. In case of important 

and critical applications in the cloud computing it will be 

more important that design of cloud should be such that it 

will be able to prevent, detect and recover from attacks. 

D. Management of Data Center Clusters 

Cloud computing approaches are built on clusters running in 

a single data cluster or multiple clusters. However, these 

clusters operate as an isolated system. Good cloud software 

architecture should make multiple geographically distributed 

clusters to run in such a manner that it appears to the users 

as a single large cloud. 

E. Optimization of Network 

Network optimization is must for better cloud performance 

irrespective of network size. The network should use 

required routing algorithms and protocols optimization so 

that network can adapt to the specific needs of the cloud 

applications running on it. To make cloud services faster 

application- level concepts can be mixed with network-level 

concepts such as multicast routing algorithm. The running 

cloud application should not be affected by the limitation of 

network such as congestion and latency. 

F. Migration from one cloud to another cloud 

It is very important to make cloud computing popular and 

users should be able to run their applications from one cloud 

to another cloud. Now a day, many cloud computing 

approaches are being made but none is found suitable for all 

applications. If most of the applications can run on the some 

common type of cloud model then it would be possible to 

inter-operate data from one type of cloud to another type of 

cloud. To solve this problem the development of 

interoperability standards are required. These standards of 

cloud computing will be a mandatory requirements in 

coming future of cloud computing models. 

G. Handling Applications 

It is natural that any system or technology is used today it 

should be open to enables and adapt new applications 
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desired by the users. The cloud computing framework 

should be ready to improve existing methods of computing. 

Also it is important to see that how much better cloud 

infrastructure can solve the problems than the existing 

methods. Software engineering research experiment should 

be done to see that whether cloud based new application 

constructions are easier than construction of non cloud 

based new applications. This research can compare the 

dependability of similar cloud and non cloud based 

applications. Research based on applications specific will 

help organizations to make well improved business 

decisions for the application of cloud technology. It will 

help cloud technology developers to guide to see that what 

kind of improvements to the cloud technology will be able 

to provide the greatest benefits to the applications developer 

and end users. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In the review of major cloud computing service providers 

we have pointed out some of their strengths and limitations. 

Some suggestions for additional research and improvement 

have been given. The approaches mentioned in this paper, 

along with other strategies, have already been applied 

successfully to a wide range of problems. As we keep using 

clod computing more and more in multiple applications then 

we can gain more and more experience from the actual use 

of cloud computing. This process will help us to improve for 

better cloud implementations in the wide range of 

application areas. Cloud computing is providing the 

technological new ways to collect, process, and store 

massive amounts of information for user applications. 

Further ongoing research efforts and focus on cloud 

computing along with the continuing advancements of 

computing and networking technology will help to improve 

cloud computing approaches in coming times. It can be 

stated that in coming years cloud computing is poised to 

have a very big role and impact on our day to day 

computing life. 
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----------------------------Variable structure control (VSC) of 

robotic manipulators has been receiving more and more 

attention lately. The variable structure system (VSS) has 

numerous interesting and important properties that cannot be 

easily obtained by other approaches. When a system is in a 

sliding mode, it emulates a prescribed reduced-order system 

and is insensitive to parameter variations and disturbance. 

Precise dynamic models are not required and the control 

algorithms are easy to implement. All these properties make 

the VSC an ideal candidate for robot manipulator control. 

Non linear control methodologies are more general because 

they can be used in linear and non linear systems. These 

controllers can solve different problems such as, invariance 

to system uncertainties and resistance to the external 

disturbance. The most common non linear methodologies 

that have been proposed to solve the control problem consist 

of the following methodologies: feedback linearization 

control methodology, passivity-based control methodology, 

sliding mode control methodology, robust Lyapunov based 

control methodology, adaptive control methodology and 

artificial intelligence-based methodology. 

 An adaptive sliding mode controller for uncertain 

systems is projected in this paper. The actual control law is 

obtained by equivalent control approach and torque 

computing method. The sliding mode control is based on the 

design of a high-speed switching control law that drives the 

system’s trajectory onto a user-chosen hyper plane in the 

state space, also known as sliding surface. The main feature 

of sliding mode control are the following:(i) Quick response 

and good transient routine;(ii) Robustness against a large 

class of perturbations or model uncertainties; and (iii) 

Possibility of stabilizing some complex nonlinear systems 

which are difficult to stabilize by state feedback control 

laws. Chattering phenomenon can cause some problems 

such as saturation and heat for mechanical parts of robot 

manipulators or drivers. Chattering can occur in the system 

due to unmodelled dynamics or imperfections in the system. 

The unmodelled  dynamics  can  be  excited  by  the  

discontinuities  in the control , therefore they must be 

carefully modeled into the system.   

However, without the knowledge of these 

dynamics, designing the system using boundary layer 

control can be used, but with the trade of disturbance 

rejection properties. In the presence of imperfection in the 

system, such as time delays, chattering can also appear. 

Delay “is the most relevant to any electronic implementation 

of the switching device, including both analog and digital 

circuits, and microprocessor code executions. The chattering 

due to delays can be suppressed using discrete-time control 

design techniques. In the scope of this paper proper 

techniques have been employed to reduce chattering. The 

requirement of prior knowledge about the disturbance bands 

for designing adaptive sliding mode controllers is not a 

necessary requirement in the proposed controller. 

VIII. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

The dynamic model of an n-link robot manipulator may be 

expressed in the following Lagrange form: 

 

 (1) 

Where; 

; 

are the joints position, velocity, and acceleration                

vectors, 

; 

denotes the inertia matrix, 

; 

expresses the coriolis and centrifugal torques, 

;is the gravity vector, 

; is the friction, 

;is the external disturbances, 

;is the control input. 

The robot model (1) is regarded by the subsequent structural 

properties, which are of importance to our stability analysis. 

Property 1：M(q) is a positive definite symmetric matrix for 

all q. 
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Fig. 1: Configuration of a two-link robotic manipulator [2] 

Property 2：  is a skew symmetric matrix, 

that is,  

                  ;  (2) 

where  is an  nonzero vector. 

The dynamics of a two link manipulator involves the 

following matrices: 

 

IX. SLIDING MANIFOLD 

Sliding mode control design approach consists of two 

phases:   (i) selection of a sliding surface so as to achieve the 

desired system behavior, when the control system reaches 

the sliding surface; and (ii) selection of a control law such 

that the existence of sliding mode can be guaranteed. This 

part of control algorithm focuses on stabilizing the state 

y(t)of an uncertain system whose only bounds of uncertainty 

are known. Some suitable manipulation is done in order to 

make the sign of the derivative of the state, i.e, (t) opposite 

to that of the state itself that is to be stabilized. If y(t)> 0, 

then (t) < 0 and vice versa. Thus, if the initial condition 

y(0)> 0, then (0) < 0 and y(t) tends to decrease and reach 

y(t)= 0. Similarly for y(t)< 0, its derivative (t)> 0 and 

approaches y(t)= 0 . In either case, the state is moving 

towards y(t) irrespective of any initial condition. Due to this 

nature, any moment the trajectory crosses y(t) = 0, it is re-

forced towards it. This requires an essentially very high 

switching(infinite frequency switching) to consistently 

maintain the state there. The motion of the system while 

confined to the switching line or a hyperplane is referred to 

as sliding. A sliding mode will exist  in the vicinity of the 

switching surface if the state velocity vectors are directed 

toward the surface. In such a case, the switching surface 

attracts trajectories when they are in its vicinity; and once a 

trajectory intersects the switching surface, it will stay on it 

thereafter. 

 Implementing the sliding mode control scheme to 

control a robotic manipulator generally involves two steps. 

An appropriate sliding surface must be selected first, 

capable of ensuring the stability of the equivalent dynamics 

in the sliding mode such that the error dynamics can 

converge to zero. A sliding mode control must then be 

determined to ensure not only the reaching of the sliding 

surface in finite time, but also that the state trajectory can 

remain on the sliding mode thereafter even when 

undergoing the system uncertainties. As mentioned earlier, a 

proper sliding surface must be designed to ensure the system 

stability in the sliding mode. The next step involves 

designing an adaptive sliding mode control scheme to drive 

the extended error system trajectories onto the sliding 

surface. 

 The main motive behind designing a control for the 

proposed system is to drive the joint position q to the desired 

position qd The tracking error, velocity error,  and  are 

also defined as: 

 e ; , 

 

 ;         (3) 

The Linear Sliding surface is selected as: 

           (4) 

Where, λ= ) and   ,is a positive 

constant. 

X. ADAPTIVE VSC 

Most of the adaptive control schemes suggested ensure 

asymptotic tracking of a desired reference trajectory for the 

robot manipulator dynamics; however, in reality its certain  

that there will always be disturbances in any 

electromechanical system. A simplistic way to take into 

account some sort of disturbance effect is to add a bounded 

disturbance term to the manipulator dynamic equation and 

same is employed here. 

 The main step in designing the variable structure  

control is to ensure that state trajectory will be induced into 

the sliding surface. The value of the sliding variable s can be 

thought of as a distance between the state trajectory and 

sliding surface. As a result, the absolute value of s is needed 

to be reduced over time in order for state trajectory to reach 

sliding surface. Using a Lyapunov function v, the origin of 

the state plane is asymptotically stable (i.e., s will always 

decrease) if derivative of Lyapunov function is negative 

definite.  

The proposed adaptive variable structure control 

law for the manipulator system is represented as: 

                              τ=ua + ub + uc                    (5) 

where: 

         (6) 

          (7) 
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                                (8) 

        (9) 

Since the parameters of robot manipulators are exactly not 

known because they are time varying, therefore ,  and  

represent the nominal or assumed values.ua is the computed 

torque vector, ub is the feedback error vector and uc is the 

sliding mode torque vector with adjustable gain. 

 A generalized Lyapunov function, that 

characterizes the motion of the state trajectory to the sliding 

surface, can be defined in terms of the surface. For each 

chosen switched control structure, corresponding “gains” are 

chosen so that the derivative of this Lyapunov function is 

negative definite, thus guaranteeing motion of the state 

trajectory to the surface. After proper design of the surface, 

a switched controller is constructed so that the tangent 

vectors of the state trajectory point towards the surface such 

that the state is driven to and maintained on the sliding 

surface. Such controllers result in discontinuous closed-loop 

systems. A Lyapunov function candidate defined as v = 

1/2(s)
2
 can be selected for stability analysis of the proposed 

law and  using the control law it is easy to find that manifold 

s can be shown to possess finite time reachability to zero 

which ensures that the tracking error of the robotic 

manipulator converges to zero in finite time. The gain in the 

second control term is also designed to be adaptable with 

somewhat similar method as followed in the third control 

term. By doing this the system becomes more robust to 

external disturbances and system uncertainties. 

XI. SIMULATION & RESULTS 

Trajectory tracking of a 2-link robotic manipulator which is 

a non-linear system with mismatched uncertainties is 

considered in our simulation study. Simulation results 

demonstrate that the proposed control strategy is successful 

in eliminating the undesired chattering in the control input 

while ensuring satisfactory stabilization as well as tracking 

performances. Hence the proposed controller is suitable for 

practical applications. 

The parameter values of the robotic model are 

chosen as follows: 

l1=1 m, l2=0.8 m; J1=5 kgm2, J2=5 kgm2;m1=0.5 kg, 

m2=6.25 kg. 

The desired trajectory had the form: 

qd1= 1+0.2 sin(π t)   &  qd2= 1-0.2 cos(π t) .                 (10) 

The disturbance values were defined as: 

τd1 =   5 sin(4 π t)    &    τd2 =   5 sin(4 π t).                    (11) 

Initial states were assumed to be : 

 q(0)1=1; q(0)2=0.8 ; q(0)3=0; q(0)4=0. 

Adaptive law coefficients are taken to be as: 

   =250; =-1; =0.005; k=3; λ=5I2. 

The simulations are carried out in MATLAB – Script  

platform by using ODE  solver suite with a fixed step size of 

0.005sec. The results obtained are satisfactory and robust 

over a certain range of disturbances that affect the system 

performance. 

 The Adaptive scheme can be implemented as 

shown in Figure 2: 

 
Fig. 2: Block representation of Adaptive Scheme.[13] 

The output and input performances of the proposed adaptive 

VSC controller as well as the controllers designed by Jae-

Sam et al for the two-link robotic manipulator are studied 

and compared. It is noted that the proposed adaptive VSC 

controller offers comparable tracking performance by 

applying an adaptive control input having minimal variation 

as compared to the controllers proposed previously . 

Moreover, the overall control energy spent in the case of the 

proposed adaptive VSC controller is not more than those in 

the other methods. The proposed algorithms seldom uses 

linear approximation for the defining  of the adaptation law 

or in the stability proof and eradicates the requirement for 

inversion of the inertial matrix for measurement of joint 

acceleration  or for calculation of a regressor. 
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Fig. 3: Trajectory Tracking Response of Link1 and Link2. 

Figure. 3. represents the position tracking of actual system 

output trajectory with respect to desired trajectory. Tracking 

trajectories of both the links is depicted. 

The variation in the gains of the adaptive 

controllers with changing positions of manipulator system 

can be seen in Figure.4 and Figure 5.After considerable 

increase in the system disturbance the gains reach a 

saturation value which in turn inhibits the systems ability to 

track the desired trajectory. However ,systems robustness is 

very much satisfactory. 

 
Fig. 4: Adaptive Gain of second control term. 

 
Fig. 5: Adaptive Gain of third control term. 

 

 
Fig. 6: Input Torque Responses of Link1 and Link2 

 
Fig. 7: Tracking errors for Link-1 & Link-2. 

XII. CONCLUSIONS 

The projected technique do not use linear approximation for 

deriving the adaptation law or in the lyapunov stability 

analysis and lessens the requirement for inversion of the 

inertial manipulator matrix for measurement of joint 

acceleration or for calculation purposes and hence the 

computational load needed is roughly the same as in any 

conventional  PID controller. Its noteworthy  that the 

simulation results achieved in the presence of the 

disturbance as depicted in (11)  over the interval         t 

=(0,10) indicates that the proposed algorithm worked 

effectively for both the given parameter uncertainties and 

the disturbances. 
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